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Abstract

In this paper we present a formal framework for social agents. The social agents consist of four
components: the information component (containing knowledge and belief), the action component, the
motivational component (where goals, intentions, etc. play a role) and the social component (containing
aspects of speech acts and relations between agents). The main aim of this work was to describe all
components in a uniform way, such that it is possible to verify each component separately but also
formally describe the interactions between the different components. This is of prime importance in
order to integrate communicative actions into the plan and goal formation of the agent.

1 Introduction

The formalization of rational agents is a topic of continuing interest in AI. Research on this subject has held
the limelight ever since the pioneering work of Moore [18] in which knowledge and actions are considered.
Over the years contributions have been made on bothinformationalattitudes like knowledge and belief [17]
andmotivationalattitudes like intentions and commitments [2, 7].

In our basic framework [9, 15] we modelled the informational attitudes of agents as well as various
aspects of action by means of a theory about theknowledge, beliefandabilities of agents, as well as the
opportunitiesfor, and theresultsof their actions. In this framework it can for instance be modelled that an
agent knows that it is able to perform an action and that it knows that it is correct to perform that action to
bring about some result.

In [7, 14] we dealt with the motivational attitudes of agents. In these papers we defined the concepts of
wishes, goals, intentions, andcommitmentsor obligations. By combining this formalization with the basic
framework it is for instance possible to model the fact that an agent prefers some situation to hold and it
also knows that it is able to achieve that situation by performing a sequence of actions. Furthermore it can
be modelled that after an agent commits itself to achieve a goal it is obliged to perform those actions that
bring about its goal.

Finally, in [6, 13] we formalized communication between agents. In this theory we can show both
the communication itself as well as the consequences of communication. For instance, if some authorised
agent gives orders to another agent to perform a certain action, the latter agent will be obliged to perform
the action. Also if an authorised agent asserts a fact to another agent, the latter agent will believe this fact to
be true. The examples show that the communication can change both the informational attitudes of agents
as well as the behaviour of agents.
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In this paper we intend to bring the different fragments of the framework together in one all-embracing
formal system. That is, we will define a model for the following concepts:belief, knowledge, action,
wish, goal, decision, intention, commitment, obligationandcommunication. Following [7, 14] we base this
model on dynamic logic [8], which is extended with epistemic, doxastic, temporal and deontic (motiva-
tional) operators. The semantics will be based on Kripke structures with a variety of relations imposed on
the states. We characterise this integrated framework by pointing out some differences with other work.

In the area of Multi-Agent Systems much research is devoted to the coordination of the agents. Many
papers have been written about protocols (like contract net) that allow agents to negotiate and cooperate
(e.g. [19, 4]). Most of the cooperation between agents is based on the assumption that they have some joint
goal or intention. Such a joint goal enforces some type of cooperative behaviour on all agents (see e.g.
[3, 10, 23]). The conventions according to which the agents coordinate their behaviour is hard-wired into
the protocols that the agents use to react to the behaviour (cq. messages) of other agents.

This raises several issues. The first issue is that, although agents are said to be autonomous, they al-
ways react in a predictable way to each message. Namely their response will follow the protocol that was
built-in. The question then arises how autonomous these agents actually are. How do these communication
protocols fit into the goal directed behaviour of the agents? Of course the protocol will fit in case the agents
have a joint goal to start with, but what happens when an agent gets an unexpected message? In order to
react appropriately to such a message the agent has to be able to reason about the intended effect of it and
it should be able to figure out a response that is in line with its own goals. This is what we would like to
call deliberate communication.
Note that we do not argue that agents do not have to deliberate when they follow a protocol. The counter-
proposal to a proposal message can be made through very intricate reasoning about the possible strategy
of the other party! However, no deliberation is needed about what type of message is sent (only an accept,
reject or counterproposal is usually possible).

Besides autonomy, an important characteristic of agents is that they can react to a changing environ-
ment. However, if the protocols that they use to react to (at least some part of) the environment are fixed,
they have no ways to respond to changes. For instance, if an agent notices that another agent is cheating it
cannot switch to another protocol to protect itself. In general it is difficult (if not impossible) for agents to
react to violations of the conventions by other agents.

As was also argued in [21], autonomous agents need a richer communication protocol than contract net
(or similar protocols) to be able to retain their autonomy. A greater autonomy of the agent places a higher
burden on the communication. An autonomous agent might negotiate over every request it gets. In this
paper we will describe a mechanism to avoid excessive communication. It is similar to the one employed
in [21], but defined more formally and still more generally applicable.

In this paper we will describe the different components and their relationships informally. Even though
we will give a precise definition of our language and the models used to interpret this language, we only
have room to sketch the actual semantics.

2 The Concepts

The concepts that we formalize can roughly be situated at four different levels: the informational level, the
action level, the motivational level and the social level. We will introduce the concepts of each of these
levels in the following subsections.

2.1 The Informational Level

At the informational level we consider both knowledge and belief. Many formalizations have been given of
these concepts and we will follow the more common approach in epistemic and doxastic logic: the formula
Ki� denotes the fact that agenti knows� andBi� that agenti believes�. Both concepts are interpreted
in a Kripke-style semantics, where each of the operators is interpreted by a relation between a possible
world and a set of possible worlds determining the formulas that the agent knows respectively believes. We
demand knowledge to obey an S5 axiomatisation, belief to validate a KD45 axiomatisation, and agents to
believe all the things that they know. Of course we are aware that the above axiomatization of knowledge
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and beliefs can lead to some problems about logical omiscience on the one hand and to problems with
conflicting beliefs on the other hand. However, we chose to use the most simple axiomatization here in
order not to complicate the semantics too much. It is possible, without altering the other levels, to choose
for more complex and/or realistic axiomatizations of knowledge and belief.

2.2 The Action Level

At the action level we consider both dynamic and temporal notions. The main dynamic notion that we
consider is that of actions, which we interpret as functions that map some some state of affairs into another
one. Following [9, 29] we use parameterised actions to describe the event consisting of a particular agent’s
execution of an action. We let�(i) indicate that agenti performs the action�. It is also possible to
compose actions into an action expression using operators for the parallel execution of actions ”&”, the
choice between actions ”+”, the sequential composition of actions ”;” and the negation of an action ”-”.
Action expressions do not play a major role in this paper where we want to lay out the basic concepts, but
they can be used at any place where actions are used.

The results of actions are modelled using dynamic logic as described by Harel in [8]. We use[�(i)]�
to indicate thatif agenti performs the action indicated by� the result will be�. Note that it does not state
anything about whether the action will actually be performed. So, it might for instance be used to model a
statement like: ‘If I jump over 2.5m high I will be the world record holder’.

Besides these formulas that indicate the results of actions we also would like to express that an agent
has the reliable opportunity to perform an action. This is done through the predicateOPP : OPP (�(i))
indicates that agenti has the opportunity to do�, i.e. the event�(i) will possibly take place. In this paper
we say that an agenti has the opportunity to perform� if there is some way fori to perform�. The agent
not necessarily has the opportunity to perform� in any possible way! From this observation it follows that:

OPP (�1)! OPP (�1 + �2)

but also that
OPP (�1) 6! OPP (�1&�2)

In [9] we also used anability predicate. This predicate was used to indicate that an agent has the inherent
possibility to perform a certain action (at a certain place and time). So, whether an agent can perform an
action depends on both its inherent ability and the external opportunity to perform the action. In the present
paper the abilities of agents do not play a major role. Therefore we left them out of the formalization and
assume (for the present) that the abilities of an agent are incorporated in the opportunities for an agent to
perform an action.

Besides theOPP operator, which already has a temporal flavor to it, we introduce two genuinely
temporal operators:PREV , denoting the events that actually just took place, and the ”standard” temporal
operatorNEXT , which indicates, in our case, which event will actually take place next. Note that the
standard dynamic logic operator ”<>” can only be used to indicate thepossiblenext action. That is,
we can use< � > true to indicate from the present state a next state can be reached by performing
�. However, to denote theactual next action a new operator is needed! See [5] for a more in depth
discussion of this issue. A similar argument holds for thePREV operator for actions. We also define a
more traditional temporal logicNEXT operator on formulas in terms of theNEXT operator on events.

NEXT (�) i� NEXT (�(i)) ^ [�(i)]�

This means that the formula� is true in all next states iff when an action�(i) is performed next the formula
� is true after the performance of�(i).

For theNEXT andPREV predicates we assume the following relations to hold:

1. NEXT (�1 + �2) = NEXT (�1) _NEXT (�2)

2. NEXT (�1&�2) = NEXT (�1) ^NEXT (�2)

3. NEXT (�) = :NEXT (�)
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4. NEXT (�1;�2) = NEXT (�1) ^ [�1]NEXT (�2)

1. PREV (�1 + �2) = PREV (�1) _ PREV (�2)

2. PREV (�1&�2) = PREV (�1) ^ PREV (�2)

3. PREV (�) = :PREV (�)

4. PREV (�1;�2) = PREV (�2) ^ Before(�2)PREV (�1)

We will not make the operatorBefore(�) explicit in this paper due to space and time constraints.
However, it can be expressed quite naturally using standard temporal operators.

2.3 The Motivational Level

At the motivational level we consider a variety of concepts, ranging from wishes, goals and decisions to
intentions and commitments. The most fundamental of these notions is that of wishes. Formally, wishes are
defined as the combination of implicit and explicit wishes, which allows us to avoid all kinds of problems
that plague other formalizations of motivational attitudes. A formula� is wished for by an agenti, denoted
byWi�, iff � is true in all the states that the agent considers desirable, and� is an element of a predefined
set of (explicitly wished) formulas.

Goals are not primitive in our framework, but instead defined in terms of wishes. Informally, a wish
of agenti constitutes one ofi’s goals iff i knows the wish not to be brought about yet, but implementable,
i.e. i has the opportunity to achieve the goal. In terms of [2] our agents only have achievement goals.
To formalize this notion, we first introduce the operatorAchiev; Achievi� means that agenti has the
opportunity to perform some action which leads to�, i.e.

Achievi� � 9� : [�(i)]� ^OPP (�(i))

A goal is now formally defined as a wish that does not hold but is achievable:

Goali� �Wi� ^ :� ^ Achievi�

Note that our definition implies that there are three ways for an agent to drop one of its goals: since it
no longer considers achieving the goal to be desirable, since the wish now holds, or since it is no longer
certain that it can achieve the goal. This implies in particular that our agents will not indefinitely pursue
impossible goals.
Goals can either be known or unconscious goals of an agent. Most goals will be known, but we will later
on see that goals can also arise from commitments and these goals might not be known explicitly.
Because the goals also depend on a set of explicit wishes we can avoid the problem of having all the
consequences of a goal as goal as well.

Intentions are divided in two categories, viz. the intention to perform an action and the intention to
bring about a proposition. We define the intention of an agent to perform a certain action as primitive. We
relate intentions and goals in two ways. Firstly , the intention to reach a certain state is defined as the goal
to reach that state. The second way is throughdecisions. An intention to perform an action is based on
the decision to try to bring about a certain proposition. We assume a (total) ordering between the explicit
wishes of each agent in each world. On the basis of this ordering the agent can make a decision to try to
achieve the goal that has the highest preference. Because the order of the wishes may differ in each world,
this does not mean that once a goal has been fixed the agent will always keep on trying to reach that goal
(at least not straight away). As the result of deciding to do�, denoted byDEC(i; �), the agent has the
intention to do�, denoted byINTi�. I.e. [DEC(i; �)]INTi�.
The precondition above is described formally by

OPP (DEC(i; �)) i� 9�9� : Goali� ^ [�;�(i)]� ^ :9 (Goali ^ � <i  )

There is no direct relation between the intention to perform an action and the action that is actually
performed next. We do, however, establish an indirect relation between the two through a binaryimple-
mentationpredicate, ranging over pairs of actions. The idea is that the formulaIMPi(�1; �2) expresses
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that for agenti executing�2 is a reasonable attempt at executing�1. For example, if I intend to jump over
1.5m and I jump over 1.4m it can be said that I tried to fulfil my intention, i.e. the latter action is within
the intention of performing the first action. However, if instead of jumping over 1.5m I killed a referee it
cannot be said anymore that I performed that action with the intention of jumping over 1.5m.

Having defined the binaryIMP predicate, we may now relate intended actions to the actions that
are actually performed. We demand the action that is actually performed by an agent to be an attempt to
perform one of its intentions. Formally, this amounts to the formula

NEXT (�2(i))! (9�2 : INT (�1(i)) ^ IMPi(�1; �2))

being valid.
The last concept that we consider at the motivational level is that of commitment. This concept is also

part of the social level if the commitment is made towards another agent. As the result ofi performing a
COMMIT (i; j; �) action the formulaOij� becomes true. (See [6] for more details.) I.e. by committing
itself to an action, an agenti obliges itself towardsj to perform the action�. The commitment can be a
private one ifj is the same asi. In that case the result is an obligation of the agent towards itself to perform
the action. Although the obligation does not ensure the actual performance of the action by the agent, it
does have two practical consequences. If an agent commits itself to an action and afterwards does not
perform the action aviolationcondition is registered, i.e. the state is not ideal (anymore). The registration
of the violation is done through the introduction of a deontic relation between the worlds. This relation
connects each world with the set of ideal worlds with respect to that world. More details about the formal
semantics of this deontic operator can be found in [7].

Secondly, an obligation to perform an action leads to the goal of having performed the action. Formally
this is achieved with the following formula:

Oij�!Wi(PREV (�(i)))

Note that this is sufficient to create a goal, becausePREV (�(i)) does not hold currently (the action is not
performed yet when the obligation arises) and it is achievable (by performing the action�(i). The above
formalisation is actually also a shortcut on the more cognitive correct assumption that the agent actually
wants to avoid the violation of the obligation. I.e.Wi(:V iolation(Oij�)). Depending on how severe are
the consequences of this violation for the agent this wish will get a higher priority.

We only consider sincere agents and therefore we assume that an agent can only commit itself to actions
that it intends to do eventually, i.e. intention provides a precondition for commitment.

2.4 The social component

TheCOMMIT described in the previous section is one of the four types ofspeech acts[24] that play
a role in the social component. Speech acts are used to communicate between agents. The result of a
speech act is a change in the doxastic or deontic state of an agent, or in some cases a change in the state
of the world. A speech act always involves at least two agents; a speaker and a hearer. If an agent sends a
message to another agent but that agent does not ”listen” (does not receive the message) the speech act is
not successful.
The most important feature in which our framework for speech acts differs from other frameworks for
speech acts (based on the work of Searle) is that a speech act in our framework is not just the sending of
the message by an agent but is the composition of sending and receiving of a message by two (or more)
agents!

We distinguish the following speech act types:commitments, directions, declarationsandassertions.
The idea underlying a direction is that of giving orders, i.e. an utterance like ‘Pay the bill before next
week’. A typical example of a declaration is the utterance ‘Herewith you are granted permission to access
the database’, and a typical assertion is ‘I tell you that the earth is flat’. Each type of speech act should be
interpreted within the background of the relationship between the speaker and the hearer of the speech act.
In particular for directions and declarations the agent uttering the statement should have some kind of basis
of authority for the speech act to have any effect.
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We distinguish three types of relations between agents:peerrelation,powerrelation andauthorization
relation. The first two relations are similar to the ones used in the ADEPT system [21, 11]. The power
relation is used to model hierarchical relations between agents. We assume that these relations are fixed
during the lifecycle of the agents. Within such a relation less negotiation is possible about requests and
demands. This reduces the amount of communication and therefore increases the efficiency of the agents.
The peer relation exists between all agents that have no prior contract or obligations towards each other
(with respect to the present communication). This relation permits extensive negotiations to allow a maxi-
mum of autonomy for the agents.
The last relation between agents is the authorization relation which is a type of temporary power relation
that can be built up by the agents themselves.

The power relation is formalized as a partial ordering between the agents, which is expressed as follows:
i� j means thatj has a higher rank thani.
The authority relation is formalized through a binary predicateauth; auth(i; �) means that agenti is
authorised to perform�. It seems that this specifies a property of one agent; however, the other agent is
usually part of the specification of�. Therefore the authorization to perform an action implicitly determines
an authorization relation between the agents involved in that action as well.

One way to create the authorisation relations is by agentj giving an implicit authorisation toi to give
him some directives. For example, when agenti orders a product from agentj it implicitly gives the
authorisation to agentj for demanding payment fromi for the product (after delivery). We will see later
that most communicative actions have also implicit components and effects that are usually determined by
the context and conventions within which the communication takes place.

Besides the implicit way to create authorizations, they can also be created explicitly by a separate
speech act which is formally a declaration that the authorization is true.

The speech acts themselves are formalised as meta-actions (based on earlier work [6]):

� DIR(x; i; j; �) formalises that agenti directs agentj to perform� on the basis ofx, wherex can be
eitherpeer, power or authority.

� DECL(i; j; f) models the declaration ofi in the ”presence” ofj thatf holds.

� ASS(x; i; j; f) formalises the assertion ofi to agentj thatf holds. on the basis ofx, wherex can
be eitherpeer, power or authority.

� COMMIT (i; j; �) describes thati commits itself towardsj to perform�.

Note that the commit and the declarative do not take a relation parameter. This is basically because the
effect of a commit is the same irrespective of the relation between the agents, while the declarative has to
be authorized not by the other party but by some third party.

A directive from agenti to agentj to perform� results in an obligation ofj towardsi to perform
that actionif agenti was either in a power relation towardsj or was authorized to give the order. In
a similar way the assertion of propositionf by i to j results in the fact thatj will believe f if i had
authority overj. Creating the authorizations is an important part of the negotiation between agents when
they are establishing some type of contract. On the basis of the authorizations that are created during the
negotiation some protocol for the transactions between the agents can be followed quick and efficiently.
(See [28] for more details on contracts between agents). Formally, the following formulas hold for the
effects of commitments, orders and declaratives:

� [COMMIT (i; j; �)]Kj([DECL(j; i; Pij(�(i)))]Oij�)

� auth(i;DIR(authority; i; j; �))! [DIR(authority; i; j; �)]KjOji�

� j � i! [DIR(power; i; j; �)]KjOji�

� [DIR(x; i; j; �)]KjINTi�(j)

� auth(i;DECL(i; j; f))! [DECL(i; j; f)]Kjf

� [DECL(i; j; f)]KjWif
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� [ASS(x; i; j; f)]KjBif

� auth(i; ASS(authority; i; j; f))! [ASS(authority; i; j; f)]Bjf

� j � i! [ASS(power; i; j; f)]Bjf

A commitment always results in a kind of conditional obligation. The obligation is conditional on the
permission of the agent towards which the commitment is made. (This is very close to the ACCEPT action
in other frameworks). It is important thatj knows that giving this permission results in an obligation for
i. It means thatj can use this in the plan (and/or goal) formation! Because we assume thatKi� ! �

it is also true in the world. The giving of permission is formally described by[DECL(j; i; Pij(�(i)))],
wherePij(�(i)) � :Oij(�(i)). I.e. the permission to perform� is equivalent to the fact that there is no
obligation to perform the negation of�.
The permission ofj is necessary becausej might play a (passive) role in the action� initiated byi. Of
coursej must be willing to play its part. It signifies this by giving the permission toi. In contrast to the
other speech acts no precondition has to hold for a commitment to obtain its desired result.

A directive from agenti results in an obligation of agentj (towardsi) if agenti was authorised to give
the order ori has a power relation towardsj. Also in this case it is important thatj knows that it has this
obligation!
If i has no authority or power overj then the directive is actually a request. It results in the factj knows
that i wants him to perform�. If j does not mind to perform� it can commit himself to perform� and
create an obligation.

Assertions can be used to transfer beliefs from one agent to another. Note that agentj does not au-
tomatically believe what agenti tells him. We do assume that agents are sincere and thus we have the
following axiom:

OPP (ASS(x; i; j; f))! Bif

That is, an agent can only assert facts that it believes itself.
The only way to directly transfer a belief is when agenti is authorised to make a statement. Usually this
situation arises when agentj first requested some information fromi. Such a request for information
(modelled by a directive without authorisation) gives an implicit authorisation on the assertions that form
the answer to the request.

A declaration can change the state of the world if the agent making the declaration is authorised to do so.
(This is the only speech act that has a direct effect on the states other than a change of the mental attitudes
of the agents! Although this might not be obvious it follows from the fact thatj knowsf afterwards, which
can only be the case iff is actually true).
If agenti has no authority to declare the fact, then the only result of the speech act is thati establishes a
preference for itself. It prefers the fact to be true. Becausej is ”listening” to this declaration it also knows
of this preference.

Although we do not attempt to give a (complete) axiomatization, we want to mention the following
axioms for the declaratives, because they are very fundamental for creating relationships between agents.

[DECL(i; j; auth(j;DIR(authority; j; i; �(i))))]auth(j;DIR(authority; j; i; �(i)))

which states that an agenti can create authorisations for an agentj concerning actions thati has to perform.
The following axiom is important for the acceptance of offers:

[DECL(i; j; Pji(�(i)))]Pji(�(i))

which states that an agent can always give permission to another agent to perform some action.
Note that it may very well be that another agent forbidsj to perform�! The permission is only with respect
to i!

Before we give a sketch of a formalization of all the above concepts, in the next section we will first
illustrate how the communicative acts as defined above can be used to model the basic messages in other
frameworks.
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3 Formal Communication

In the previous section we gave a brief overview of the basic messages that agents can use in our framework.
To show the power of our framework and to show the relation with other work on communication between
agents we show how the basic illocutions that are used for the negotiating agents in the ADEPT system
(and that also form the heart of many other negotiation systems) can be modelled within our framework.
We only show this for the negotiation because it forms an important part of the communication between
agents.

The negotiating agents in the ADEPT system use the four illocutions: PROPOSE, COUNTERPRO-
POSE, ACCEPT and REJECT. These four illocutions also form the basic elements of many other negotia-
tion systems.

The PROPOSE is directly translated into a COMMIT. The obligation that follows from a proposal
depends on the acceptance of the receiving party. However, the ACCEPT that is used as primitive in
ADEPT and most other systems involves more than the giving of permission that we already indicated
above.

The ACCEPT message has three components. That is, we consider the ACCEPT to be the simultaneous
expression of three illocutions.

1. Giving permission to perform the action

2. Commitment to perform those actions that are necessary to make the proposal succeed

3. Giving (implicit) authority for subsequent actions (linked to the proposal by convention. e.g. accept-
ing a delivery means that you authorize the other party to demand payment)

For example if agenti sends the following message toj:

PROPOSE,i,j,
I will deliver 20 computers (pentium, 32M, etc.) to you for $1000,- per computer

then the ACCEPT message ofj to i:

ACCEPT,j,i,
You will deliver 20 computers (pentium, 32M, etc.) to me for $1000,- per computer

means:

1. You are permitted to deliver the computers:DECL(j; Pij (deliver))

2. I will receive the computers (sign a receipt):COMMIT (j; i; receive)

3. I give you authority to ask for payment after delivery:
DECL(j; [deliver]auth(i;DIR(authority; i; j; pay)))

It is important to notice that only the first component of the meaning of the ACCEPT message is fixed.
The other two components depend on the action involved and the conventions (contracts) under which the
transaction is negotiated.

The REJECT message is the denegation of the ACCEPT message. It means that the agent is either
not giving permission for the action, not committing itself to its part of the action or not willing to give
authority to subsequent actions. Formally this could be expressed as the disjunction of the negation of these
three parts. However, usually it is seen as not giving permission for the action. If the permission is not
given then the other two parts are of no consequence any more.

The COUNTERPROPOSE is a composition of a REJECT and PROPOSE message. Formally it can
thus be expressed as the parallel execution of these two primitives.

Besides the formal representation of the illocution of the message we can also give some preconditions
on the basic message types. Only the PROPOSE message type does not have preconditions. This is as
expected because the PROPOSE is used to start the negotiation. The other types of messages are all used
as answer to a PROPOSE (or COUNTERPROPOSE) message. We can formally describe the precondition
that these message types can only be used after a PROPOSE or COUNTERPROPOSE as follows:
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� OPP (ACCEPT (j; i; �))$
(PREV (PROPOSE(i; j; �)) _ PREV (COUNTERPROPOSE(i; j; �)))

� OPP (REJECT (j; i; �))$
(PREV (PROPOSE(i; j; �)) _ PREV (COUNTERPROPOSE(i; j; �)))

� OPP (COUNTERPROPOSE(j; i; �))$
� 6= � ^ (PREV (PROPOSE(i; j; �)) _ PREV (COUNTERPROPOSE(i; j; �)))

In the precondition of the COUNTERPROPOSE we included the fact that a counterproposal should differ
from the proposal that it counters. (Although not mentioned in this paper, the semantics of actions does
give an equivalence relation between actions). More elaborate conversation rules are needed to describe
long term dependencies within protocols. E.g. one cannot repeat the same proposal later on if it already
has been rejected. These rules should be incorporated within the protocols that the agents are using.

We do not want to give the formalisation of complete protocols at this place due to space limitations.
However, we can indicate quite easily the results of the most common pairs of messages where agenti first
proposes something to agentj after which agentj can accept it, reject it or counterpropose it. These moves
are formally described as follows:

� [PROPOSE(i; j; �)(i)][ACCEPT (j; i; �)(j)]Oij (�(i)) ^ Pji(�(i)) (accept)
Furthermore, if the success of�(i) depends on the performance of�(j) by j:
[PROPOSE(i; j; �)(i)][ACCEPT (j; i; �)(j)]Oji(�(j))
And if conventions determine thati can perform�(i) after acceptance of the proposal then:
[PROPOSE(i; j; �)(i)][ACCEPT (j; i; �)(j)][�(i)]auth(i; �(i))

� [PROPOSE(i; j; �)(i)][REJECT (j; i; �)(j)]:Oij (�(i)) ^ :Pji(�(i)) (reject)

� [PROPOSE(i; j; �)(i)][COUNTERPROPOSE(j; i; �)(j)]
:Oij(�(i)) ^ :Pji(�(i)) ^ OPP (ACCEPT (i; j; �)(i) +REJECT (i; j; �)(i)) (counter)

Note that the counterproposal has no effect of itself yet. Only the reject component of the counterproposal
has immediate effect. The proposal component of the counterproposal only takes effect after an appropriate
answer ofi.
For the reject we only indicated that the obligation does not arise and there is also no permission to perform
the action. The rest of the effect depends on the context and is usually not of prime interest.

The formalisation of the basic messages in the ADEPT system shows two things.
First, that our framework is powerful enough to formally describe the negotiation in the ADEPT system
including the effects of the communication.
Secondly, that seemingly simple message types, like ACCEPT, have complicated meanings that partly
depend on the context in which they are used.

Although in this section we have shown how some messages as used in ADEPT and their effects can
be formally described in our framework this is only the start of deliberative communication. The next
interesting step that we intend to take is to show why a certain reaction is given to a message from another
agent given the situation and the goals of the agent. In principle it is possible to check in the above example
whether a proposal should be accepted, rejected or countered given the goals of the agent and the effects of
these answers. We leave a detailed exploration of this very interesting area for future work.

4 A Sketch of a Formalization

In this section we precisely define the language that we use to formally represent the concepts described in
the previous section, and the models that are used to interpret this language. We will not go into too much
detail with regard to the actual semantics, but try to provide the reader with an intuitive grasp for the formal
details without actually mentioning them.

The language that we use is a multi-modal, propositional language, based on three denumerable, pair-
wise disjoint sets:�, representing the propositional symbols,Ag representing agents, andAt containing
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atomic action expressions. The languageFORM is defined in four stages. Starting with a set of proposi-
tional formulas (PFORM ), we define the action- and meta-action expressions, after whichFORM can
be defined.

The setAct of regular action expressions is built up from the setAt of atomic (parameterised) action
expressions using the operators; (sequential composition),+ (nondeterministic composition),& (parallel
composition), and�(action negation). The constant actionsany andfail denote ‘don’t care what happens’
and ‘failure’ respectively.

Definition 1 The setAct of action expressions is defined to be the smallest set closed under:

1. At [ fany; failg � Act

2. �1; �2 2 Act =) �1;�2; �1 + �2; �1&�2; �1 2 Act

The setMAct of general action expressions contains the regular actions and all of the special meta-
actions informally described in the previous section. For these meta-actions it is not always clear whether
they can be performed in parallel or what the result is of taking the negation of a meta-action. This area
needs a more thorough study in the future. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves in this paper to closing the
setMAct under sequential composition.

Definition 2 The setMAct of general action expressions is defined to be the smallest set closed under:

1. Act �MAct

2. � 2 Act; i; j 2 Ag; x 2 fpeer; authority; powerg
=) DEC(i; �); COMMIT (i; j; �); DIR(x; i; j; �) 2MAct

3. �1; �2 2MAct =) �1; �2 2MAct

The complete languageFORM is now defined to contain all the constructs informally described in the
previous section. That is, there are operators representing informational attitudes, motivational attitudes,
aspects of actions, and the social traffic between agents.

Definition 3 The languageFORM of formulas is defined to be the smallest set closed under:

1. PFORM � FORM

2. �; �1; �2 2 FORM =) :�; �1 ^ �2 2 FORM

3. � 2 FORM; i 2 Ag =) Ki�;Bi� 2 FORM

4. � 2MAct; � 2 FORM =) [�]� 2 FORM

5.  ; � 2 FORM; i; j 2 Ag; x 2 fpeer; authority; powerg =)
[DECL(i; j;  )]�; [ASS(x; i; j;  )]� 2 FORM

6. [�]�; [�] ; � 2 FORM ) [�; �]� 2 FORM

7. � 2 Act; � 2 FORM =) PREV (�); OPP (�); NEXT (�) 2 FORM

8. �;  2 FORM; i; j 2 Ag; �; �1; �2 2 Act =)Wi�;  <i �; INTi�; i� j

IMPi(�1; �2); Oij(�); auth(i; �) 2 FORM

Because the assert and declare speech acts range over formulas they can only be introduced at this
stage!
The models used to interpretFORM are based on Kripke-style possible worlds models. That is, the
backbone of these models is given by a set� of states, and a valuation� on propositional symbols relative
to a state. Various relations and functions on these states are used to interpret the various (modal) operators.
These relations and functions can roughly be classified in four parts, dealing with the informational level,
the action level, the motivational level and the social level, respectively. We assumett andff to denote
the truth values ‘true’ and ‘false’, respectively.
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Definition 4 A modelMo for FORM from the setCMo is a structure
(�; �; I; A;M; S) where

1. � is a non-empty set of states and� : ���! ftt; ffg.

2. I = (Rk;Rb) with Rk : Ag ! }(� � �) denoting the epistemic alternatives of agents andRb :
Ag ��! }(�) denoting the doxastic alternatives.

3. A = (Sf;Mf;Ropp;Rprev;Rnext) with Sf : Ag � Act� �! }(�) yielding the interpretation
of regular actions,Mf : Ag �MAct � (CMo � �) ! (CMo � �) yielding the interpretation
of meta-actions,Ropp : Ag � �! }(Act) denoting opportunities,Rprev : �! Act yielding the
action that has been performed last andRnext : �! Act yielding the action that will be performed
next.

4. M = (Rp;Rep;<;Ri;Ria;Ro) with Rp : Ag � � ! }(�) denoting implicit wishes,Rep :
Ag � � ! }(FORM) yielding explicit wishes,<� Ag � � ! FORM � FORM which is a
preference relation on wishes,Ri : Ag ��! }(Act) denoting intended actions,Ria : Ag � �!
}(Act)�}(Act) denoting implementation relations between actions andRo : Ag�Ag ! }(���)
denoting obligations.

5. S = (Auth;�) withAuth : Ag�}(MAct)! ftt; ffg yielding authorisations and�: Ag�Ag !
ftt; ffg yielding hierarchical relations between agents.

such that the following constraints are validated:

1. Rk(i) is an equivalence relation for alli, andRb(i; s) 6= ;,
Rb(i; s) � fs0 j (s; s0) 2 Rk(i)g and(s; s0) 2 Rk(i) =) Rb(i; s) = Rb(i; s0), which ensures that
knowledge validates an S5 axiomatisation and belief obeys a KD45 axiomatisation, while agents
indeed believe all things they know.

2. Sf yields the state-transition interpretation for regular actions. This function satisfies the usual
constraints ensuring an adequate interpretation of composite actions in terms of their constituents.
The functionMf models the model-transforming interpretation of meta-action. Below we elaborate
on the definition ofMf for the meta-actions introduced in the previous section.

3. Rnext(s) 2 Ropp(i; s) � f� j Sf(i; �; s) 6= ;g, which ensures that opportunities are a subset of
the actions that are possible by virtue of the circumstances and that the next action performed is an
opportunity. Furthermore,Rprev(s) = � iff � 2 Ropp(i; s0) for somes0 with s 2 Sf(i; �; s0),
which relates previously executed actions to past opportunities.

4. Ri(i; s) � f� j Sf(i; �; s) 6= ;g and for alls 2 � somes0 2 � exists with(s; s0) 2 Ro.

The complete semantics contains an algebraic semantics of action expresses, based on the action se-
mantics of Meyer [16]. In this paper we will abstract from the algebraic interpretation of actions and instead
interpret actions as functions on states of affairs. For the meta-actions the state-transition interpretation is
not adequate, because meta-actions do not change states but they change relations between states. For
instance, in the case of an assertion, the effect is to change the doxastic state of the receiving agent, and
nothing else. To formalize this behaviour, we interpret meta-actions as model-transforming functions. In
the case of an assertion, the resulting model will differ from the starting model in the doxastic accessibility
relation of the receiving agent.

Definition 5 The binary relationj= between an element ofFORM and a pair consisting of a modelMo

in CMo and a states in Mo is for propositional symbols, conjunctions and negations defined as usual.
Epistemic formulasKi� and doxastic formulasBi� are interpreted as necessity operators overRk and
Rb respectively. For the other formulasj= is defined as follows:
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Mo; s j= [�(i)]� ()Mo; s0 j= � for all s0 2 Sf(i; �; s)
Mo; s j= [�(i)]� ()Mo0; s0 j= � for all Mo0; s0 2Mf(i; �;Mo; s)
Mo; s j= PREV (�(i)) () �(i) 2 Rprev(s)
Mo; s j= OPP (�(i)) () �(i) 2 Ropp(i; s)
Mo; s j= NEXT (�(i))() �(i) 2 Rnext(s)
Mo; s j=Wi� ()Mo; s0 j= � for all s0 2 Rp(i; s) and� 2 Rep(i; s)
Mo; s j=  <i � () ( ; �) 2< (i; s)
Mo; s j= i� j () i � j

Mo; s j= INTi� () � 2 Ri(i; s)
Mo; s j= IMPi(�1; �2)() (�1; �2) 2 Ria(i; s)
Mo; s j= Oij(�) ()Mo; s0 j= � for all s0 with (s; s0) 2 Ro(i; j)
Mo; s j= Oij(�) ()Mo; s j= [any(i)]Oij(PREV (�(i)))
Mos; j= auth(i; �) () Auth(i; �; s) = tt

The functions interpreting the special meta-actions are described below in terms of the preconditions
and the postconditions for execution of the actions. The precondition describes on which models the
model-transforming function has the desired effect and the postcondition describes the model yielded by
the application of the meta-action.

DEC The precondition for execution ofDEC(i; �) is that for some� 2 FORM ,Goali�^ [�(i);�(i)]�
holds, for some�(i); �(i) 2 Act and furthermore no exists such thatPi and� <  hold.
Thus agents may only decide to intend to do those actions that fulfil some most preferred goal. As
the result of execution ofDEC(i; �) the model is changed in such a way thatINTi� holds in the
resulting model.

COMMIT There are no preconditions for execution ofCOMMIT (i; j; �) by agenti. The effect of the
commitment is that the model is changed in such a way thatOij(�) holds afterwards.

DIR The preconditions for execution ofDIR(authority; i; j; �) by i are
given byauth(i;DIR(i; j; �)). This implies that agenti should have the authority overj before it
can order it around. The effect of such an action is thatj is obligated toi to perform�, which is
implemented in a way similar to the implementation of theCOMMIT action. The same holds for
a directive on the basis of power.

DECL The actionDECL(i; j; f) has as precondition thati is authorised to declaref . (Only some civil
servants can declare people to be married in the Netherlands). Execution of an actionDECL(i; j; f)
in a certain state of a model will be a modification of the valuation� such thatf is true in all the
resulting states of the resulting models. Note that wheneverf is inconsistent no model results.

ASS The precondition forASS(x; i; j; f) is thati is demanded to believef , i.e.Bif should hold. This
implies in particular that agents are not allowed to gossip, i.e. spread around rumors that they them-
selves do not even believe. As the result of executingASS(authority; i; j; f) by i in some state
s, two cases arise. Ifauth(i; ASS(authority; i; j; f)) holds then the model under consideration is
modified such thatRb(j; s) contains only states in whichf is true, which indeed implies thatBjf

holds ins in the resulting model. Regardless whetheri is authorised to make the assertion the model
under consideration is modified such thatRk(j; s) contains only statess0 such thatRb(i; s0) contains
only states in whichf is true. This implies thatKjBif holds in the resulting model.

5 Related Approaches

In this section we very briefly indicate the main differences between our approach and three other ap-
proaches to model rational agents, viz. the framework proposed by Cohen & Levesque [2], the BDI-
framework of Rao & Georgeff [22] and the theoretical framework for multi-agent systems of M. Singh
[25]. After that we will shortly compare our approach to some other work on communicating agents.
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The main difference between our approach and the one of Cohen & Levesque is that they define inten-
tions in terms of goals and beliefs. We agree with this approach when it concerns intentions on propositions.
However, we do not take a goal to be a primitive notion as is the case in the approach of Cohen & Levesque.
Because they take a goal to be a primitive notion they have to define different types of goals in order to
define the persistence of a goal, the achievability of a goal, etc. All these properties are direct consequences
of our definition of a goal in terms of preferences and achievabilities. The distinction between goals and
preferences allows for a bigger flexibility than possible in the approach of Cohen & Levesque. Further-
more, whereas we define the intention to perform an action as primitive, Cohen & Levesque define the
intention to perform an action as the goal to reach a state where that action has been performed. Although
both types of intentions of Cohen & Levesque are based on the notions of goals and beliefs it is not clear
what is the relation between the intention to reach a certain state and the intention to perform an action; in
fact these notions seem to be unrelated. However, it seems desirable that the intention to reach a certain
goal induces the intention to perform an action which is needed to reach that goal. In our approach this
relation is established through the notion of decisions. A goal can induce a decision. The decision then
induces the intention to perform an action. Another relation that remains unclear in the theory of Cohen
& Levesque is that between an intended action and the action that is actually performed. The only relation
they give is that the intended action should be the same as the action whose goal it is to be performed.
Which in itself does not mean anything for the actual course of events. In our approach we introduce the
notion of an implementation relation between actions, which introduces a loose coupling between intended
actions and the actions that are actually performed.

The last point also shows one of the main differences between our framework and that of Rao &
Georgeff. In their framework it holds that if an agent intends to perform an action it will also actually
perform the action. They weaken this assumption in [12], where they investigate different strategies with
respect to commitment to a goal. An agent can be single minded when it always performs its intended
actions and open minded when it discards its goals on the basis of new information it receives. This work,
however, is of a very practical nature and does not have a theoretical counterpart. Therefore it remains
unclear how this would be reflected in the BDI framework.

In the BDI framework they avoided making the intention operator into a temporal operator by introduc-
ing the notion of a successful performance of an action and a failed performance of an action. However,
the relation between a successful performed event and an event that failed to be performed is unclear. Can
this be any other event? Can it include the event itself? At present the best one can say if an event has been
performed (either successful or failed) is thatsomeevent has been performed.

A last, rather important, point of difference between our framework and the other two is the fact that
we also include the social level, which we consider essential, but is only briefly mentioned by Cohen &
Levesque, and not considered at all by Rao & Georgeff.

The social level is treated in the theory of Singh, in the form of communication between agents. The
framework of Singh is based onCTL�, a branching-time logic. The main difference with our framework
is that he does not incorporate deontic relations between agents. It means that the success of a speech act
is not defined in the same way as we do. A directive is successful if it results in the hearer intending to
perform the action that it was ordered to perform. This is much stronger than in our framework. Of course,
an obligation can lead to a goal, but only if the hearer places the directive above the plan it is currently
performing.

How does our work compare with the other current work on communicating agents?
Bretier & Sadek [1] formally define the effects of communicative actions. However, this theory is limited
to effects on the beliefs and intentions of agents. We have shown that the concept of obligation also forms
an important ingredient of the effects of some speech acts. That is, directives and commissives always
result in obligations. It must be remarked that the application for which the theory in [1] is used does not
need these illocutions.

Another difference between our work and that of [1] is that our theory is geared to communication
between agents while their theory is geared towards the management of human-agent dialogue. The same
holds for the theory of Traum [26]. Although many aspects are compatible, there are also some differences.
One of the main differences is that in the communication between humans and agents the detection of the
illocution of messages is not trivial and important to steer the dialogue in a natural way. Agents will use a
formal language in which the illocution of each message is clear.
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Very interesting in the work of Traum is that he also recognizes the importance of obligations between
the participants in a dialogue. Besides mutual knowledge and believe this is an important relation, because
it indicates the expectations that the participants have of each other.

Finally the work of Noriega & Sierra [20] comes very close in spirit to our work. They also try to give
one formal framework for the different components of communicating agents. Their theory is more flexible
than ours in that they allow different agents to use different languages and even the different components
might use different inference rules. The relation between the components is given by so-called bridge rules.
We assume a uniform language for all agents and components. This provides for an automatic integration
of the components. The main point in which the theory in [20] is lacking compared to ours is the semantics
of the speech acts themselves and their effects.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we presented an informal overview and a sketchy formalization of the concepts that we
consider essential to model rational agents. In our very flexible and highly expressive framework we
propose a variety of concepts, which are roughly situated at four different levels: the informational level,
where knowledge and belief are considered, the action level, where we consider various aspects of action,
the motivational level, where we dealt with preferences, goals, intentions, etc., and the social level, which
is concerned with the social traffic between agents.

The resulting multi-modal logic is quite complex. However, we want to make two remarks about the
logical formalism. First, it is not our aim to build an automated theorem prover that can prove theorems
in this very rich logic. The use of a logical formalism gives the opportunity to automatically generate the
logical effects of a sequence of steps in a protocol. These could be subsequently implemented in a more
efficient formalism. The logical description, however, can be used as a very general and precise specifica-
tion of that implementation.
Secondly, the use of logic forces a very precise formal description of the communication. It is very im-
portant that this is realized when the communication protocols are automatized. (As is the aim in com-
munication between agents). If the communication is automatic it becomes very important to know the
exact effects of the messages. What is the knowledge of each agent and what are its obligations (resp.
expectations).
We admit that the logical formulas get very complicated and are not very readable. However, it is easy
to define suitable abbreviations for standard formulas. At least, working this way, it is clear what these
abbreviations mean exactly!

In subsequent work we want to show how communication protocols that are used in more practical
work like [19, 21] can be given a formal semantics in our framework. For the basic illocutions used in the
ADEPT system [21] this has been done in this paper and has already led to the discovery that the seemingly
simple ACCEPT message has unexpected results.
Also we want to define an agent architecture for communicating agents that adhere to our theory. Some
groundwork in this respect has been done in [27]. What needs to be done in this respect is to show how
communicative actions can form part of plans to reach a goal of the agent and also how goals of an agent
can be adjusted under the influence of communication from other agents. We believe both parts can be
done using the formalism described in this paper.
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